2020-2022 Trophy Sponsorship Dedications

**Major Awards:**

**Best of Breed:** Cheryl Kistner, Kistryl  
In memory of Kistryl Flat-coats waiting at the bridge

**Best of Opposite Sex:** Cheryl Kistner, Kistryl  
In honor of all the Kistryl dogs

**Best of Winners:** Kurt Anderson, K’Mander  
Congratulations from K’Mander

**Select Dog:** Judy Gladson, Victory Retrievers  

**Select Bitch:** Judy Gladson, Victory Retrievers  
In loving memory of my very special girl who left me way too soon, GCH Victory’s Jelly Side Up BN CD RA SH WCX. Select Bitch 2015

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Wayne Heikes

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cindy McKay  
In memory of CH Shasta Plain Brown Wrapper JH

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cynthia Zelbst  
In memory of Beacon’s God of Thunder, “Thor”. My Mary Poppins boy, practically perfect in every way.

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cynthia Zelbst  
In memory of Fossilcreek Dixie Darling, “Dixie”, my sunshine girl.

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cynthia Zelbst  
In memory of Beacon’s Chewbacca, “Gus”, my beloved boy who started me on my Flat-Coat journey.

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cynthia Zelbst  
In memory of Beacon’s Ona Mark, Ona, my first Flat-Coat girl, never without a ball in her mouth.

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cynthia Zelbst  
In memory of Beacon’s Jesse James II, “Boudreaux”. Such a kind, gentle soul who loved all beings except toads, he hated toads.

**Judge’s Award of Merit:** Cynthia Zelbst  
In memory of Becky Tilley, founder of Beacon’s Flat-Coated Retrievers, a great mentor and a very good friend. Still missed.
Judge’s Award of Merit: Margaret Forte
In memory of GCCHS CH StormWatch WhirlWynd BN RN OA NAJ CGCA

Winner’s Dog: Mary Smith, Whitland
In memory of GCH CH Whitland One for the Money TD MH22 WCX** HOF (Cash)

Reserve Winners Dog: Marilyn Wilcox, Kistryl
In honor of all Kistryl Flat-Coats, past and present

Winner’s Bitch: Patricia More, Northwood
In memory of Sammie – GCH MACH Blacfriar I am Sam-I-Am UD, WCX, VER, RE, SH, MXB2, MJC, MXP3, MJP4, MXPB, MJPB, MXF, XFP, PAX, AgX, AgXJ, Hall of Fame – but most important an amazing mother and producer of my GCH liver girl Quinn and Rachel’s GCH and Hall of Fame Zenyatta.

Reserve Winners Bitch: Cheryl Kistner, Kistryl
In memory of CH Kistryl Ona Swedish Holiday

National Owner Handler Series: Kathy and John Poole-Price
Congratulations to all the owner handlers that train, groom and show their own dogs!

Best Puppy Ribbon: Wayne Heikes

Best Bred-By Ribbon: Theresa Kuchinos, Fishercreek
In memory of Spice, AmCan Ch MOTCH Exotic Fishercreek Spice Am UD WC JH RN AGN, and the legacy she left with us at Fishercreek

Best Veteran Ribbon: Wayne Heikes

Best Hunting Retriever Ribbon: Theresa Kuchinos, Fishercreek
In memory of Dillon, GCH Coastlights Holds All The Aces MH

Best Amateur-Owner Handler Ribbon: Eric Christensen
Congratulations on your AOH win!!!!!!

High in Trial, Obedience: Terri Seeley
In memory of Bertschire’s Ease On Down The Road, “Magic”. She left us too soon, but she lived a life of joy and light!

High Combined, Obedience: Chris VanByssum
In honor to all the dogs and their owners who have earned this award. In memory of Tracker and Eagle

High Combined, Rally: Elizabeth De Mars
In memory of GCH Fieldancers Driving Miss Daisy RN BN CGC, my girl Lacey Mae.

High Triple Combined, Rally: Annie Prange
In loving memory of “Maestro” CH Rush’s Q Up The Band CDX BN RE NAJ SWM SHDA – 2021 #5 Rally Obedience Dog in Canada. Very missed and very loved.
Breeder of Best of Breed: Pamela Centola
In loving memory of respected breeder Mary Farwell

Special Veteran Neck Ribbons: Christine Teneralli, Liberty Flat-Coated Retrievers and Frances Powrie, Ravenswood
Celebrating the Seniorist of our Very Special Senior Dogs. Here’s to grey muzzles and faces!

Dog Classes:

6-9 Month Dog, Entire Class: Heirborn Kennel

9-12 Month Dog Placement: Annette Rose
In memory of ‘Luke’ CH Rowansgaard Ring of Words CGC

American Bred Dog Placement: Cynthia McKay
In memory of CH Shasta Plain Brown Wrapper JH

American Bred Dog Placement: Hope Tiesman
Dedicated to our Wingmaster kids – Remy, Cooper, Hawk

Amateur Owner Handler Dog Placement: Victoria Peterson
In honor of CH Saudades’ Jalapeno

Amateur Owner Handler Dog Placements: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

Bred by Exhibitor Dog, Entire Class: Kerry Forni and Keli Martin
In honor of Favor’s promising youngsters...the future is bright

Open Dog, Entire Class: Bari Tassinaro

All Veteran Dogs: Mary Beth Bissig
In memory of Truly, Reo and Beans

Veteran Dog 7-9 Dog, Entire Class: Kimberly Hogg
In loving memory of Am/Int’l CH Flashback’s Paint It Black JH CD RA NA NAJ WC SRD CGC VFCR1 “Mick”

Veteran Dog 9-11 Year, Entire Class: Ingrid Sarelius
In memory of my Braidwynn boys

Veteran Dog 11 and Over, Entire Class: Monica Stephens, Westwind
In memory of GCH Shasta Heaven Sent to Westwind SH WC RN “Treasure” who won 11+ class last year in Oregon

Hunting Retriever Intermediate Dog Placement: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois
Hunting Retriever Intermediate Dog Placement: Valerie Bernhardt, Meadowrue
In loving memory of GCH,CH Darkflame Mountain Meadowrue CDX,SH,WCX- Silly Philly – I still miss you.

Hunting Retriever Intermediate Dog Placement: Mary Smith, Whitland
In memory of GCH CH Whitland The London Trader MH20 QA2 WCX HOF

Hunting Retriever Finished Dog: Entire Class: Ed and Candy Ferner, Sanderling
In Memory of Ch Wingmaster Heaven and Earth MH WCX

Bitch Classes:

6-9 Month Bitch, Entire Class: Heirborn Kennel

American Bred Bitch Placement: Victoria Peterson
In memory of Saudades’ First Star IC Tonite

Amateur Owner Handled Bitch Placement: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

Bred By Exhibitor Bitch Entire Class: Kerry Forni and Keli Martin
In honor of Favor’s promising youngsters...the future is bright

Open Bitch, Two Placements: Laurie Dux, Blacmoor Kennels
Congratulations on your placement from Blacmoor Kennels!!

Open Bitch Placement: Katherine Myers
Congratulations! Enjoy every moment with your beautiful girl.

Open Bitch Placement: Diane Constable, Oakwood

All Veteran Bitches: Mary Beth Bissig
In memory of Murphy and Shadow

Veteran Bitch 9-11 Year (2) Placements: Diane Constable, Oakwood
In honor of Dorothy Moroff and her dedication to initiating the establishment of the breed in the USA

Veteran Bitch 9-11 Year Placement: Betsy & Dave Olson, Ceilidh
In Memory of Gracie, GCHB CH Can CH Ceilidh Fall Into Grace BN RA CGC

Veteran Bitch 9-11 Year Placement: Kim & Sandy Hitt, Sedgeblac Retrievers
In memory of all the Veteran Girls we have loved over the years – Izzy, Emma, Aurora & Latte

Veteran Bitch 11 and Over, Entire Class: Kimberly Hogg
In Honor of Shasta Saving Grace CGCA CGCU “Gracie” and Northern Lights Tea With Unicorns “Oliver”

Hunting Retriever Started Bitch, Entire Class: Judy Gladson, Victory Retrievers
In loving memory of Victory’s Party Boat. She was everything I ever wanted and we had so many more memories to make...

**Hunting Retriever Intermediate Bitch Placement: FCRCI**
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

**Hunting Retriever Finished Bitch, Entire Class: Ed and Candy Ferner, Sanderling**
In Memory of Ch Sanderling Love Never Fails MH WCX

**Brood Bitch, Entire Class: Heather Dawson, Northern Lights FCRs**
In honor of Am GCHS Int’l CH RBIS Almanza Strike A Pose SRD TKN CGC “Kindi Kane “ and The Enchanted Litter (Prince Charming x Kindi Kane)! The future is in our hands

---

**Beginner Puppy (4-6 Month):**

**Beginner Puppy (4-6 Month): Laurie Dux, Blacmoor Kennels**
Congratulations on your Puppy placement from Blacmoor Kennels!!!

**Beginner Puppy (4-6 Month): Chris Karnes**
In memory of Cabot, a newfie who loved baby flatcoats.

---

**Sweepstakes:**

**Best Puppy in Sweepstakes and Best of Opposite Puppy in Sweepstakes Ribbons: Nanci Hanover, Bristol Retrievers**
Congratulations!

**Junior Bitch, 12-15 Month, Entire Class Ribbons: Victoria Peterson**
From Solstice Flat Coats

**Junior Bitch, 15-18 Month, Entire Class Ribbons: Cheryl Beach, Riverwind**
Celebrate Glorious Quests

**Best Veteran in Sweepstakes and Best of Opposite Veteran in Sweepstakes Ribbons: Andrea Holsinger & Kass Goulding, Bertschire**
Best Veteran in Sweeps in honor of GCH Bertschire Independence JH RN WC and Best of Opposite in Veteran Sweeps in memory of GCH Bertschire Jolly Holiday CD RE JH

**Veteran Dog, 7-9, Sweepstakes Entire Class Ribbons: Nanci Hanover**
In loving memory of the biggest dog lover I know... Claire Hanover

**Veteran Dog, 9-11 Years, Sweepstakes Entire Class Ribbons: Alyce Spoto**
Congratulations on being here!
Veteran Dog, 11 and Over Sweepstakes, Entire Class Ribbons: Lura Dunn
Congratulations to all the dogs who have made it to this age group!

Veteran Bitch, 7-9 Years, Sweepstakes Entire Class Ribbons: Linda Christmas, Blythe
In Honor of GCH CH Blythe Gaia Daughter Of Khaos CD PCD BN RE NJP CA BCAT DJ First in 7-9 Veteran Bitch Sweepstakes at 2018 National Specialty

Veteran Bitch, 9-11 Years Sweepstakes, Entire Class Ribbons: Michelle Boytim & Eric Christensen
Congratulations! Old girls rule!

Veteran Bitch, 11 and Over Sweepstakes, Entire Class: Jeanne Lin
In memory of Venus, Bertschire’s Venus Williams and her daughter Patate, Ch Bertschire Dutch Treat

Juniors:
Best Junior Handler: Sandra Hitt, Sedgeblac Retrievers
In memory of GCH MACH Shasta Sedgeblac Twist of Fate CD RE JH MXS MJS XF T2B “EMMA” and Sedgeblac Coffee Buzz RE JH AX AXJ OF “LATTE” – the Best Dogs Ever

Junior Handler, Four Placements: Kim & Sandy Hitt, Sedgeblac Retrievers

Junior Handler Placement: Cathy Doster, Custom Stitchez
In Memory of Malinda Miller and her love for our breed

Obedience:

Novice A Obedience, Entire Class: Eric Christensen
Congratulations on your Novice A placement! Keep it up!!!!

Novice B Obedience, Entire Class: Sherry Augustine
In honor of my first Flat-Coat, CH Blacfriar Black Sapphire, CD “Sophie”. 

Preferred Novice A Obedience Placement: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

Open A Obedience Placement: Janice Anthes, Jazz’d Retrievers
In Loving memory of my first obedience dog, Misty

Open A Obedience (3) Placements: Kay Tucker

Open B Obedience Placements: Janice Anthes, Jazz’d Retrievers
In memory of an amazing therapy dog, Sparks, CH Jazz’d let the Sparks Fly, CDX RE MX MXJ XF

Open B Obedience Placement: Adele Yunck, Northfield
In memory of Tramp, CH OTCH Grousemoor Some Like It Hot UD TD WC, winner of the Bramcroft HIT trophy in 1992.

**Open B Obedience Placement: Adele Yunck, Northfield**
In memory of Sonic, CH OTCH Coastalight Primetime UDX4 OM7 RE MH WCX, with gratitude for her many talented puppies.

**Utility A Obedience Placement: Susan Meaker**
Am/Can Ch. Can OTCH Beaverun’s Triple Crown UDT JH WCX – where it all started

**Utility A Obedience Placement: Janice Anthes, Jazz’d Retrievers**
In Loving Memory of Jazz my first flat-coat.

**Utility A Obedience Placement: Helen Szostak, Grousmeer**
In memory of my best boy Mica, my first Utility dog. Affinity Kiss the Blarneyestone UD JH BN RN WCX

**Utility A Obedience Placement: FCRCI**
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

**Utility B Obedience Placement: Janice Anthes, Jazz’d Retrievers**
In Honor of the outstanding team of Lance and Roxy

**Utility B Obedience Placement: Janice Anthes, Jazz’d Retrievers**
In memory of an amazing therapy dog, Sparks, CH Jazz’d let the Sparks Fly, CDX RE MX MXJ XF

**Utility B Obedience Placement: Adele Yunck, Northfield**
In memory of Treasure, CH OTCH Grousemoor Forget Me Not UDX RN OA OAJ WC, Specialty High Combined winner.

**Utility B Obedience Placement: Adele Yunck, Northfield**
In memory of Gryffin, CH OTCH Grousemoor Gryffindor UDX OM1 RE MH WCX, for all his Utility B class Specialty wins and winner of the 2007 Bramcroft High in Trial trophy.

**Beginner Novice A Obedience Placement: Janice Anthes, Jazz’d Retrievers**
Jazz’d retrievers welcomes the beginners

**Graduate Novice Obedience, Entire Class: Melissa Phillips**
In memory of Bincombe Chough, our first flatcoat.

**Veterans Obedience, Entire Class: Frances and Graeme Powrie, Ravenswood**
In memory of Tahoe, Sierra, Dancer and Quincy who all were Veteran Obedience dogs

**Versatility Obedience Placement: Barbara Fowler**
In memory of Applegarth Fionn’s Ladder UD RE TD JH MX MXB MXJ MJS WCX HOF

**Brace Obedience Placement: Barbara Fowler**
In memory of Memo, CH MACH Shasta Action Item CD RE TDX JH MXG MJG MXP MJP OF OFP WCX HOF and in honor of Mole, CH MACH Shasta Cinco De Mayo CDX RAE JH MXB MJS MXP2 MJP2 MXF T2B2 TKN WCX HOF

Brace Obedience Placement: Barbara Fowler

Team Obedience Placement: Kelly Bryant
Enjoy this super-fun team event. In memory of Wingmaster’s Lasting Impression CD BN RE JH MXP MJP3 MJPB NFP WC VFCR1

Obedience Qualifying Ribbon Contribution: Lori Martindale
In Memory of CH Beachcliff Aerostotle Shadow Demon CDX RA JH OA OAJ NAP XF NFP

Rally:

Rally Novice A Placement: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

Rally Novice B Placement: Linda Arble
In memory of Appie CH MACH 2 WINGMASTER HEIR APPARENT VCD2 RE JH XF WCX HOF

Rally Novice B Three Placements: Kelly Bryant
In memory of Bryant’s Inspector Bailey CD BN RAE

Rally Excellent A, Entire Class: Michelle Boytim & Eric Christensen
Congratulations

Rally Masters Placement: Chris Karnes
In memory of Tali, Glory, and Emmy. My lovely girls.

Rally – Half of the Qualifying Ribbons: Michelle Boytim & Eric Christensen
Congratulations on your accomplishments in Rally!

Field:

WC – Half of the WC Ribbons: Morganne Morrison
In memory to the dog that started it all for me GCHS Stormwatch Thunderclapp Tegan JH WCX CGC

WC Ribbon Contribution: Diana Martin-Gruenler
In loving memory of Party
WC (3) Ribbons Contribution: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

WC (3) Ribbon Contribution: Annette Rose
For the love of the Breed

WC Ribbon Contribution: Lori Martindale
In Honor Of Beachcliff Aren'T You Silly UD BN RM RAE SH AX AXJ XF CGC TKN

WCX – All WCX Ribbons: Mary Smith, Whitland
In memory of GCH Whitland One for the Money TD MH22 WCX** HOF

Steady Singles Winner Ribbon: Mary Jo Gallagher
In honor of Ezel

Steady Singles Reserve Winner Ribbon: Cathy & Nick Brush
In honor of Fox Creek Taken By Storm MH, WCX, CGC, OA, RA, CD and Heidi Hebert for all of her guidance throughout our journey.

Steady Singles Half of the JAM Ribbons: Sherie Catledge, Bear Country Retrievers
In Memory of GCH Killyglass Travelers Cheque, JH WC

Steady Singles Half of the JAM Ribbons: Chris LeBel
In memory of John Bulger

Unsteady Singles B Winner Ribbon: Lura Dunn
Congratulations!

Unsteady Singles B Half of the JAM Ribbons: Diana Martin-Gruenler
In honor of Judy Gladson, Tracey Fudge, and Victory Retrievers.

Unsteady Singles B Ribbon Contribution: Diana Martin-Gruenler
In loving memory of Jelly

Unsteady Singles B Ribbon Contribution: Diana Martin-Gruenler
In loving memory of Cruise

Unsteady Singles B 2 Ribbons Contribution: FCRCI
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

Unsteady Singles A Winner Ribbon: Hope Tiesman
Dedicated to our Wingmaster kids – Remy, Cooper, Hawk

Unsteady Singles A – All JAM Ribbons: Jeanne Lin

JH Ribbon Contribution: Annette Rose
MH Half of the Ribbons: Mary Jo Gallagher
In memory of Keetch and her special daughter Bright

MH Ribbon Contribution: Annette Rose

**Agility:**

Agility High in Trial Ribbon: Lura Dunn
Congratulations!

**Standard Novice Placement: FCRCI**
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

**Standard Novice Placement: Jill Griffit**
Enjoy your journey! In memory of CH MACH Knightcastle Camelot Nevermore CD RA JH MXB MJB NAP NJP NF NFP WC VFCR1 HOF “Raven”

**Standard Novice Placement: Hope Tiesman**
Dedicated to our three Wingmaster agility flatties – Remy, Cooper, Hawk

**Standard Novice Placement: Chris McClung**
In memory of CH Mach Firesides Rhythm & Blues UDX OM2 RA MJB MXB XF WC HOF

**Standard Excellent Placement: Victoria Peterson**
In memory of GCH Heronbeck Obsidian Stout

**Standard Excellent Placement: Chris McClung**
SHR CH Mach 2 Grousemoors FT Motor City Classic CD OP RAE RM MXG MJG XF WC WCX JH HOF

**Standard Masters Entire Division: Michael and Suzanne Romero**
Dedicated with love and pride to the memory of our agility Flat-Coats Argos, Briana and Kayla

**Novice JWW Placement: FCRCI**
Congratulations From the Flat Coated Retriever Club of Illinois

**Excellent JWW Placement: Chris McClung**
In recognition of SHR CH Mach 2 Grousemoor’s FT Motor City Classic CD OP RAE RM MXG MJG XF WC WCX JH HOF

**Excellent JWW Placement: Chris McClung**
In memory of CH Mach Firesides Rhythm & Blues UDX OM2 RA MJB MXB XF WC HOF

**Masters JWW, Entire Division: Margaret Minetti**
For my Jasper, who always gave his all
Novice Fast, Entire Division: Adora Lanphere  
In memory of Watson, CH Blackstone’s Heart Of Oak BN RN NAP NFP CGC TKA. Gone too soon, with many titles left unearned.

Excellent Fast Placement: Linda Arble  
In memory of GCH CH MACH 4 WINGMASTER STELL R AURA VCD2 RAE JH MXB3 MJC3 NAP MFS TQX T2B2 WCX HOF

One Quarter of the Agility Qualifying Ribbons: Kelly Bryant  
In memory of Leica: Wingmaster’s Lasting Impression CD BN RE JH MXP MJP3 MJPB NFP WC VFCR1

Agility Qualifying Ribbons: Mary Jo Gallagher  
In memory of Pinch

Agility Qualifying Ribbon: Lori Martindale  
In Honor of CH Beachcliff’s One Big Flirt CDX PCDX BN RA JH NA NAJ SWE THD CGC

Three Amigos/Three Rivers Award:

Three Amigos/Three Rivers Contribution: Kathleen Stevens, Kingsbridge Flat-Coated Retrievers

Three Amigos/Three Rivers Contribution – 4 Awards: Jennifer Martin, Timberblac Retrievers  
In Memory of Teague, Timberblac’s All Hands on Deck… his titles unending but the year of his Tri-Trophy win was most memorable. Congratulations!

Three Amigos/Three Rivers Contribution: Penny Woodward, Darkwater  
In memory and honor of the dogs who have changed my life. Valley, Dancer, Neon, Shaman, Calder and Kandee

Three Amigos/Three Rivers Contribution: Kara Kraus  
To my beautiful Charlie (Altair Summer Wind RN BN CGC) who won this award at 11 years old at our last National in Oregon. She is missed every day so very very much! Graduations to everyone for winning this award!

Three Amigos/Three Rivers Contribution: Janet Dreiling

General Funds:

Trophy General Fund: Eric Christensen

Trophy General Fund: Amanda Bishop, Flatline  
In loving memory of Ch Dare’s Quillquest Moonshadow, Pete, and the legacy he left behind.
Good Luck to All!

The Northwest Flat-Coated Retriever Club hopes everyone has a wonderful time at the specialty. May you bring home many trophies and pretty ribbons.

In memory of friends lost and very much missed. Tanya Roche, Joan Dever, Brenda Phillips, Peter and Mollie Heidi.

In memory of John Bulger

In Memory of Cresta Holmes, lost much too soon. Thank you for loving each of your girls.

Since the first puppy in 1983... In tribute to all my beloved Flat-Coats – Sunny, Jack, Teddy, Violet.

In memory of my Rowansgaard boys – Luke and Mason, forever in my heart.

In honor of all the specialty dogs and their wonderful owners

Dedicated to all our wonderful multi-purpose dogs who we adore!

Thank you to all who worked hard on this specialty!

In memory of Raymond Baycar

In Memory of Sandy Reusing (Fossilcreek Flat-Coated Retrievers)

In Loving Memory of Eris (CH Fireside’s Oneforthebooks CDX GN RAE2 JH WC)

In loving memory of Sandy Reusing (Fossilcreek Flat-Coated Retrievers)

In Loving Memory of Eris (CH Fireside’s Oneforthebooks CDX GN RAE2 JH WC)

Thank you to all who worked hard on this specialty!

In memory of Raymond Baycar

In Memory of Sandy Reusing (Fossilcreek Flat-Coated Retrievers)

In Loving Memory of Eris (CH Fireside’s Oneforthebooks CDX GN RAE2 JH WC)

In memory of Raymond Baycar

In Memory of Sandy Reusing (Fossilcreek Flat-Coated Retrievers)

In Loving Memory of Eris (CH Fireside’s Oneforthebooks CDX GN RAE2 JH WC)

In memory of Raymond Baycar

In Memory of Sandy Reusing (Fossilcreek Flat-Coated Retrievers)

In Loving Memory of Eris (CH Fireside’s Oneforthebooks CDX GN RAE2 JH WC)
Trophy General Fund: Valerie Bernhardt, Meadowru
In memory and honor of all my wonderful Flat-coats

Obedience/Rally General Fund: Adele Yunck, Northfield
In memory of Tramp, Treasure, Gryffin & Ty, and in honor of Sonic, Tigger and Clipper.

Obedience/Rally General Fund: Flat-Wear
In honor of all the obedience/rally dogs and their wonderful owners

Obedience/Rally General Fund: Sedgeblac Retrievers – Sandra Hitt and Kim Hitt DVM

Field General Fund: Flat-Wear
In honor of all the field dogs and their wonderful owners

Agility General Fund: Flat-Wear
In honor of all the agility dogs and their wonderful owners

Agility General Fund: Sedgeblac Retrievers – Sandra Hitt and Kim Hitt DVM